
Overhead Presentation Sets
Approved by Brain Gym® International  

Take a step up in professionalism with our first class visual aids. Overheads are 
divided into theme packet so you can acquire the sets that suit you own needs. 
Overheads sets 1-5 have been approved for use by Brain Gym® International.

Set 1 - The Brain Set  (7 overheads) 
Four overheads explain brain stem, midbrain and cerebral cortex, 
their key functions and the activities that support their integration. 
Three overheads beautifully illustrate left/right brain theory and its 
impact on vision and listening.

Set 2 - The Three Dimensions  (4 overheads)   
 
This set gives you colorful illustration of the three dimensions and 
their key elements. The playful colors create a fun dimension to any 
presentation.

Set 3 - PACE: Adult (6 overheads)    
6 brilliant full-color overheads demonstrate the PACE process. 
Lovely adult models show each step of the process. The set includes 
a colorful review page. Add clarity and class to any presentation with 
this lovely set.
 
Set 4 - PACE: Children’s version (6 overheads)   
6 brilliant full-color overheads demonstrate the PACE process. Ador-
able models show each step of the process. The set includes a color-
ful review page. Add clarity and pizazz to your presentation with this 
lovely set.
 
Set 5 - PACE: Cartoon version (6 overheads)  
6 brilliant full-color overheads demonstrate the PACE process. Fun 
cartoons show each step of the process. The set includes a colorful 
review page. Bring a playful element into your next presentation with 
this charming set. 

Set A - Stress Theory (11 overheads)    
All of the background you need to support your next presentation on 
stress and its effect on your brain and body.

Set B - The Quick Six- Cartoon (7 overheads)    
Jumpstart your brain and body with these fun cartoon characters. 
This set is the minimum set needed to ensure that your audience or 
class are plugged in and ready to learn. 

Set C - The Quick Six-Adult (7 overheads)    
Jumpstart your brain and body with the Quick Six adult models. 
Perfect for a corporate setting or for mature audiences. This set is es-
sential to ensure that your audience or class is tuned up and ready.

Set D - Balancing Activities (27 overheads)   
All of the balancing activities from the K’s rolled into one presenta-
tion. Use this set to mix and match your favorite techniques and cre-
ate a presentation that supports your own teaching perspective. 

Set E - The Top 10 Stress Releasers (12 overheads)
This package is designed to support the teaching of The Top 10 Stress 
Releasers workshop, and is excellent for any stress presentation.

Set F - The Top 10 Brain/Body Integrators (12 overheads)
This package is designed to support the teaching of The Top 10 
Brain/Body Integrators workshop. Improve  your students’ brain and 
body integration in any class or presentation.

Set G - The Ten Step Change Process (14 overheads) 
A powerful part of Making the Brain/Body Connection, this set leads 
you through the steps necessary for permanent change. It is the basic 
framework to which you can add your balancing activities and create 
a one day workshop.

Overhead Presentation Sets
 Created for Enhanced Learning

Take a step up in professionalism with first class visual aids. Overheads are divided 
into theme packet so you can acquire the sets that suit you own needs. 
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‘Plug In’ for Balanced Energy

       
Release stress from the inside out with 

the

If you have no medical limitations 

docÐtors suggest the av1⁄4erÐage per1⁄4son 

drink one ten ounce glass of pure water 

per day for every 30 pounds of body 

weight, and more if you are physically 

active.  That's a glass of water for every 

10 kilos.  Go with the flow with H 2
0!

Water is essential to proper 

lym1⁄4phat1⁄2ic function, upon which 

de1⁄4pends the nour1⁄4ishÐment of the cells 

and removal of waste and toxins from the 

body.  It also pro1⁄4vides the hy1⁄4draÐtion 

nec1⁄4esÐsary for con1⁄4ducÐtion of 

elec1⁄4triÐcal im1⁄4puls1⁄2es through the 

body.  Water height1⁄4ens energy, improves 

con1⁄4cen1⁄4traÐtion, im1⁄4proves mental 

and phys1⁄2iÐcal co1⁄4or1⁄4di1⁄4naÐtion, 

and academic skills.  I
t is e

s1⁄4pe1⁄4cial1⁄2ly 

helpful while working with elec1⁄4triÐcal 

one nostril to
 the other regularly, to insure 

proper positive/negative ion1⁄2i1⁄4zaÐtion in 

the body.  This in turn affects the regulation 

of calcium and phosphorus in the blood.  

With stress, ionic balance goes off and 

body dis-ease goes on!  So reg1⁄2u1⁄4lar1⁄2ly 

retrain your body:

 1.  Put your tongue on the roof of 

your mouth.

 2.  Hold one nostril s
hut to breathe 

in.  Then hold the other nos1⁄4tril sh
ut to 

breathe out.  Repeat 3 times.

 3.  REVERSE sides: Breathe in through 

the nostril p
reviously ex1⁄4halÐing, and out 

through the opposite nostril. 
 Repeat 3 

times.      
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Stress 

Releasers

Here’s 
an 

important 

elec1⁄4tro1⁄4mag1⁄4net1⁄2ic quick fix, to 

balance dis1⁄4tur1⁄4banc1⁄2es to the body’s 

electrical sig1⁄4nalÐling sys1⁄4tem.  Point in 

five fingertips of one hand around your 

navel, and hold them there durÐing the 

next two steps:

1. For Left/Right Balance—MasÐsage 

in the hollows just below the collar bone 

on either side of the breast1⁄4bone.

2. For Up/Down and Front/Back 

BalÐance—Massage below and above 

the lips to stimulate the central and 

1. Drink Water!

2.

Here are 10 top activities to promote balanced body energies and hence 

stress-free, optimal brain-body functioning.  Drawn from many holistic 

disciplines, all are utilized in applied kinesiology, and all support an 

integrated sense of wellbeing.  This handout was not designed to stand 

alone, but rather to support a full educational presentation made by a 

certified kinetic instructor.  The techniques, although simple, are best 

learned correctly, and in the context of a full understanding of the stress 

response and how it impacts our emotional, structural and biochemical 

3. Jump Start 

Your Brain

This Cross Patterning technique  makes 

the brain shift between in1⁄4te1⁄4grat1⁄2ed and 

one-sided hem1⁄2i1⁄4spher1⁄2ic processÐing.  

Use this when it’s hard to ‘do’ and ‘think’ 

at the same time.

1. Do 6 or 7 sets of the cross march, 

touching hand to opÐpo1⁄4site knee.  

This ac1⁄4ti1⁄4vates both sides of the brain/

body.
2. Switch over to a one sided march, 

same side hand and leg. (Imagine beÐing 

a pupÐpet on a string).   Do 6 or 7 sets.  

This fire
s off one side of the brain/body 

at a time.

3. Alternate between a set of cross 

march and a set of one-sided march, 6 

or 7 times or until the shift is s
mooth1⁄2.  

4. Polarized 

Breathing

Our breathing pattern changes from 

Putting Out the Fire of Fear  -238 pages 
Learn about posttraumatic stress disorder, how it affects your body 
and how you can minimize its effects on you. This visually beautiful 
book is a perfect manual for the 4 hour introductory course. 

Making the Brain/Body Connection  -178 pages   
This popular, user-friendly book is rated as one of the top 100 books 
on cognitive psychology. It is an excellent bridge between leading 
edge stress, learning and brain research. Our newly updated edition 
has been translated into 9 different languages. A solid seller!

The Top Ten Stress Releasers   -36 pages    
This playful handbook is a  perfect tool to support the Top 10 Stress 
Releasers workshop. It contains all the information you need on how 
stress affects the body and shows simple techniques to reduce stress.

The Top 10 Stress Releaser pads -100 sheets  
These wonderful handouts are designed to support the teaching of 
The Top 10 Stress Releasers workshop. Many teachers use them to 
help their students cope with exams and reduce their learning stress.

The Top 10 Brain/Body Integrator pads -100 sheets  
These handouts are designed to support the teaching of The Top 10 
Brain Body Integrators, but are also very helpful as a general handout 
for helping to keep the energy flowing from brain to body.

The Quick 6 pads -100 sheets  
These charming pads are designed to support the one day workshop  
Making the Brain/Body Connection, but are also very helpful as a 
general handout of the essential techniques to keep yourself tuned up.

Biodots 
Use these wonderful  stress management tools to raise awareness to 
your stress level.  Each packet comes with a color comparison chart 
to help you become aware how much stress you are experiencing.

Course Manuals and Support  Materials
Take your teaching to the next level of professionalism with first class support materials. Colorful class 

manuals, handouts and stress dots add to a polished presentation while increasing your income.
At Enhanced Learning & Integration, we strive 
to provide the highest quality teaching and train-
ing, support materials by designing our prod-
ucts with brain friendly principles in mind. Join 
the professionals by offering your students the 
highest quality in learning and teaching prod-
ucts on the market today. Our colorful overhead 
presentations will be sure to bring an element 
of fun and playfulness into your next speaking 
engagement. I guarantee it!

-Sharon Promislow, President 
Enhanced Learning & Integration Inc.
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